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London Youth | Anti-racism commitment 

In July 2020, London Youth committed to becoming an actively anti-racist organisation. For us, that 

meant going beyond words and promises and ensuring that: 

• we understood what being an anti-racist organisation meant for London Youth  

• we understood what this meant for our team and all our stakeholders  

• we were clear on the actions we needed to take both inside our organisation, for and with 

our teams and externally, for and with our stakeholders.   

Over the last year we have worked with our team, our members, our youth board and with 

Mahogany Inclusion Partners to deliver on our anti-racism commitment.  

 

Our journey so far 

We know that racism is endemic in our society and this means that we need to identify and be 

conscious of how we contribute to perpetuating racism and inequality within our own organisation.  

We know that by doing this we are putting ourselves in a stronger position to tackle our unique 

issues and to take the right action to develop London Youth as an anti-racist organisation. 

To that end we have worked with our teams across the charity to deeply reflect on our 

organisational practices, on our culture, on the experiences of our team members and on external 

good practice to understand where there are challenges we need to specifically address in our 

organisation and practice.  

Our process included: 

Listening workshops with our team members, our trustees and our youth board members. We have 

learnt that despite our desire to be an inclusive organisation; without focussed and clear action, our 

processes have unintentionally led to outcomes that do not support active anti-racism. This has 

further cemented our commitment to taking focussed anti-racist actions and to continuously 

engaging and listening to our team members.  

Adopting a Race Equality Theory of change approach, to enable a deep, systemic and aligned 
approach. This process was conducted with our team members, they told us where the key 
challenges are and what was important to them. The outcomes they wanted to see are an integral 
part of our anti-racism strategy. The outcomes our team members identified are:  

• Developing a shared understanding 

• Building trust 

• Addressing our HR processes 

• Proactive engagement 

• Embedding of anti-racism throughout London Youth 

 
This process has supported us to gain insight into our specific areas of challenge as an organisation 

and has helped us to establish a vision for the future which our internal team is engaged with.  
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Establishing a Race Equality Action Stakeholder Group to drive a strategic, principles driven 

approach in London Youth. This approach will set strong and deep foundations for our work so that 

in time, anti-racism will become business as usual and an integral part of how we work in London 

Youth.  

This group, which meets regularly to ensure sustained action, progress and organisational support, 

includes members of the senior and leadership teams, trustees and our youth board. The group is 

chaired by a London Youth member and trustee Charline King and supported internally by our 

Director of Engagement, Pauline Daniyan. 

Appointing a specialist inclusion and anti-racism consultancy. Mahogany Inclusion Partners have 

extensive experience in people strategy, diversity and inclusion and anti-racism strategy. They are 

supporting us with the creation and delivery of our anti-racism strategy, advising on our people 

strategy to ensure alignment across all our people processes and providing advice to the Race 

Equality Action Stakeholder Group. 

 

Outcomes to date 

The steps described above have resulted in the development of the London Youth Anti-Racism 

Strategy. The strategy delivers a long term, organisation wide and aligned approach to our work and 

is structured to deliver this in a way that is considered and sustainable in the long term. 

The strategy has five key pillars which support our overarching commitment to being an anti-racist 

organisation.  

 

London Youth Anti-Racism Strategy 

 

https://londonyouth.org/about-us/our-people/
https://londonyouth.org/about-us/our-people/
http://www.mahoganyinclusionpartners.com/
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Our Anti-Racism Strategy explained 

Here we break down each pillar of our strategy to give you a summary of the aims of each pillar, its 

importance in our journey and a summary of the action we have taken to date.  

 

Our commitment to Anti-racism  

This is the overriding focus of our work – we want to become an anti-racist organisation. We know 

that the concept of anti-racism was not previously widely understood and to deliver on our 

commitment we had to understand and establish what anti-racism means for London Youth, our 

teams, our members and for all our stakeholders.  

To date, we have: 

• Reflected on the internal theory of change work, the feedback on the lived experience of our 

team members, on external good practice and combined all that to develop our anti-racism 

vision 

• Established the overarching principles that will guide our team members, inform decisions 

and shape how we work together as we all strive to become an anti-racist organisation 

• Worked with our team members to examine and agree our terminology when discussing 

race in London Youth  

For more detail on our vision and our principles please read ‘ Our commitment to anti-racism’. 

 

Diversity  

We want to achieve racial equality across our organisation. We know that this work has significantly 

deepened our awareness and that our previous approach and actions were not developed enough.  

We know that diversity and particularly representation of people of colour in London Youth is a vital 

part of our work as an organisation. Through the work in this pillar we aim to achieve improved 

racial diversity in London Youth with representation that more closely aligns with Londoners at all 

levels in in our organisation. 

To date, we have: 

• Committed to aligning with the people strategy to monitor the diversity of our workforce at 

all levels – and have improved representation of people of colour at board level 

• Committed to reviewing the employee life cycle and measuring outcomes for people of 

colour at all points especially areas such as recruitment and promotions  

• Committed to supporting staff affinity groups 

 

Inclusion  

We want a London Youth where everyone feels like they belong. Through our focus groups and staff 

workshops, many of our Black employees and employees of Asian heritage have told us that they 

do not feel like they are included and have to surpress their identity to fit in. This will be an important 

focus area for our strategy.  

https://londonyouth.org/about-us/our-commitment-to-anti-racism/
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To date, we have: 

• In alignment with our people strategy, established our inclusion vision (which will frame our 

inclusive employment principles)  

• Asked for the first time about our progress on race equality as part of our staff engagement 

survey  

• Included in our plans, the development and sustaining of a speak up culture to ensure that 

everyone is confident to speak up against any incidents of racism that they witness or 

personally experience  

 

Education and learning  

We want to develop and maintain an anti-racist culture within London Youth. We know that this is 

established and maintained through every person in the organisation having an anti-racist mindset 

and making decisions which support anti-racism everyday. Education and learning is key to this.  

To date, we have: 

• Delivered education workshops for our Race Equality Action Stakeholder Group on anti-

racism and what this means on an individual and organisational level 

• Developed an anti-racism training plan for our organisation to give all our teams and trustees 

the awareness, skills and confidence to be anti-racist. This plan includes specific role-based 

training and is aligned with our people strategy 

 

Governance  

We will establish accountability at all levels across London Youth. Through the work in this pillar, we 

will work to establish an accountability framework from organisation, through to leadership, 

management and individual level. This will ensure that our anti-racism commitment is embedded 

into the fabric of London Youth 

To date, we have: 

• Established the Race Equality Action Stakehokder Group 

• Established race equality as a standing agenda item on organisation wide meetings – eg, on 

senior team, People and Governance Committee, Board and all staff meetings 

• Developed plans to include anti-racism committment as an expectation for all in London 

Youth  

• Agreed and have met a board diversity target of 41% to better represent the diversity of 

London 

• Worked with a specialist Board recruitment agency to diversify our Board recruitment 

 

External Impact  

We will use our voice and influence to progress anti-racism outside of London Youth. As a charity 

working to support member organisations, working with suppliers and impacting many young 
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Londoners we know that our commitment to anti-racism goes beyond our internal impact. Our 

external impact must be an important pillar of our work.  

To date, we have: 

• Used our voice to comment on and share our thoghts with to our member organisations on 

the Commission on Ethnic & Race Disparity’s Sewell Report. You can read it here 

• As part of our strategy, committed to reviewing and building plans to make an external 

impact as an anti-racist organisation 

• Committed to publicly provide updates on the progress we are making on our anti-racism 

strategy 

• Committed to consider the race equality impacts of services, programmes and products we 

develop as part of the annual business planning process – over this past year: 

o  through our members we are delivering our Good for Girls programme with a focus 

on mental health and wellbeing for young women of colour 

o  we are building in more about cultural competency into our youthwork leadership 

programme 

o drawn attention in our policy work to the significant gap for some groups of young 

people in employment outcome 

 

 

What’s next 

While we have made progress in our work and set strong foundations for our journey, we know that 

there is a long road ahead to achieve our aim. London Youth is fully committed to changing and as 

an organisation to doing better. We are confident that by taking a considered deep dive approach 

which has involved our team members; our strategy will support us in the long term as we take our 

journey of learning and action.  

We will continue to work with our teams, our members, our partners and London’s youth to fight 

racism wherever we find it.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://londonyouth.org/our-statement-on-the-sewell-report/
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